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SEGUÉS, since 1978 providing quality and performance

Technical features

The AGROMAK 5F by MAQUINARIA AGRÍCOLA SEGUÉS is the required implement to reach
an optimal soil culture with a minimum time and resources investment. By only one round,
it’s capable to perform 5 jobs leaving the soil ready for sowing. Due to its construction,
shares, discs and the roller, it opens the soil, mixes the soil, crushes the culture remains and
stubbles, levels the terrain and with the roller compacts the surface

AGROMAK 5-F

AGROMAK-5F strong points

Benefits:
- High resistance tubular frame
- Tines with reversible shares and wings to
open and mix with minimum effort
-377 mm tine to tine distance
- Up to 800 mm tine height
- 680 mm tines line to line distance

Reversible shares
with wings

Discs heigh adjustement
system

- Third point hitch
- Hydraulic folding system on wider than
3 m versions
- In all versions, tines protected by fusible link
or “NO-STOP” springs
- Single sealed bushing in every disc with conic

100x100 mm Tubular Frame
Model

Tines

Discs

Power

Working width

AGROMAK 5F-5

5

6

75/100 cv

2.500 mm

AGROMAK 5F-7

7

8

105/140 cv

3.000 mm

AGROMAK 5F-9

9

10

135/180 cv

3.800 mm

AGROMAK 5F-11

11

12

165/200 cv

4.600 mm

Hydraulically foldable 100x100 mm Tubular Frame
Model

- Fast hooking bar as standard

Rear roller

bearing for maximum protection

Two tines lines with
winged shares
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Tines

Discs

Power

Working width

AGROMAK 5F-H9

9

10

135/180 cv

3.800 mm

AGROMAK 5F-H11

11

12

165/220 cv

4.600 mm

AGROMAK 5F-H13

13

14

195/260 cv

5.400 mm

AGROMAK 5F-H15

15

16

225/300 cv

6.000 mm

AGROMAK-5F available options
AGROMAK-5F standard features
- Third point hitch
- Fast hooking bar

Tine protected by a
fusible link to be used
in smooth soils

- Concave discs
- High quality cast iron tines
- Reversible shares with wings
- Tines and discs height adjustable

NO-STOP tine with
double spring

Fast hooking to the third
point

Roller adjusting

Reinforced frame with structural 100x100 tube

- 100x100 reinforced frame
- High resistance prime and coating (water, sun,
moisture, etc...)
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Tine protected with
NO-STOP double spring for
stony soils with stucks

